This email is bcc’d to thousands of scientists at the IPCC and EPA and NOAA. If
the media doesn’t write a story about this than these scientists will know the
media is corrupt also.
Carbon dioxide is not pollution! Everyone breaths it out! This very much
strengthens our legal argument for the lawsuits on cctruth.org lawsuit page to
stop cap and trade! Exhibits 1 and 2 are our 23 PhD reviews of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) reports which are deliberate
science fiction.
What the Supreme Court did to the corrupt Environment Protection
Agency (EPA):
The Clean Air Act of 1967 directed the EPA to tackle such issues as Acid
Rain and others. It instructs the EPA to make a “toxic chemicals” list. Then any
chemical the EPA wants to regulate in Section 111 subsection d must be on the
toxic chemicals list. The EPA in 2015 illegally used section 111 subsection d to go
after greenhouse gases without putting them on the toxic chemicals list. Carbon
dioxide, methane etc. are not toxic and therefore could not be put on the list.
Congress must start a congressional investigation and put the people who did this
on trial. If congress wants the EPA to regulate Greenhouse gases, then it needs to
write another law. However, they need to keep the following scientific facts in
mind when writing such legislation.
Greenhouse Gas
Emission band cm-1
Radiation Flux W/m2
H2O Water vapor
All bands
303.8
All bands
30.9-37.3
CO2 Carbon dioxide
CH4 Methane
1200-1400
1.0-1.2
N2O Nitrous Oxide
1200-1300
1.1-1.3
O3 Ozone
900-1100
3.0-3.3
Table 7.2 page 3 of http://irina.eas.gatech.edu/EAS8803_SPRING2012/Lec7.pdf

Calculating percent effect is for water vapor 303.8/344.2*100=88.26%
The 339.8 is the sum of these effects.
Water vapor is 89.4% ghg effect.
Carbon dioxide is 9.09%
Ozone is 0.88%
Nitrous Oxide is 0.32%
Methane is 0.29%

In our 23 PhD review of IPCC working Group 1 first order draft for Ar6 we found
their faulty global warming potential model. This model assumes equal
greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations. This equal concentration will never happen
in reality. Carbon dioxide is more than 200 time the concentration of methane.
Furthermore, we found in Annex 2, a table with the correct order of GHG effects.
Any model which ignores data to benchmark it with is a fake model. We sent our
review at least 23 times to them. However, for the final draft for Ar6 they deleted
the table from Annex 2! This is how corrupt they are.
Learn more about Greenhouse Gases here: Greenhouse Gases - Climate Change Truth
(cctruth.org)

